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ANNUAL REPORT.

To the Members of the Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club : 
The Council elected by yreport of the proceedings of the year jusÎtnS “ pre3entinK »

on the vigorous condition of the Club , ^ “ honestly congratulate you.«^«i „d .t“:„d2 d““d * ™"“"i -—p.

ou on

It was not * r- -y
in fulfilment of their duties, met fifteen times, and many ealra nTf Councl1 

£XZh “• - — A on ÆJSrs

-pen tte ninety-three

city, and three h°,TXe” 1«”JT2L°" “ ^ T “ "»

= rr rFp
Of MrlTH^t P* eft *° rC,-bi" ‘“o «
sr - - » “-err, » “rs

» oc.be,, tt/tr.T?r *°hoid °» “■*
that season. The first was held on th 07,n , „ d lnclement weather at 
King’s Mountain was visited and ! h °f May> when the west side of
favorite locality. The second on the24th ^ ?peDt m instigating that 
yet held by the Club while thi rd!» ï“? WM the beat atten<led excursion 
tiens, uiortuna^ing LÏe Se ’ “L®* ^ had ma^ ^0 

stay at the falls was so limited that m . occupi®d ln 8omg and returning, the 
natural products of the locality Thr Text™ ^ °btoin but a 8UmP«e of the 
Saturday afternoon 24th Ju! tI eXCUM10n was held ^arer home, on

»d qJ.. “IZZV “î
into the pits and aaw the atmm drills a.
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noon agreeably spent there. Among the guests present 
founder of the old Ottawa Natural History Society.

Eight soirees were held during the winter, at which valuable papers were 
read and interesting objects of natural history were exhibited. The following is 
the list of papers :-1880-Tuesday, Dec. 7th, Inaugural Address, J. Fletcher,

7' DinhoeUr’ BA'f Herbert SpenCer’8 Biolo«y> J‘ Whyte^ïîsi-TumlayJan. 11th, On some Fungi found at Ottawa, Rev. A. F. Kemp M.A LL j/’- 

The Chaudière Gold Fields, R. J. Wicksteed, B.C.L., LL.D. ; Tuesday, Jan. 18th’ 
Meteors and Meteorites, H. Beaumont Small ; Tuesday, Feb. 1st., Notes on some 
Diatoms found in the Ottawa, Prof. G. Baptie, M.A. ; On some Coleoptera 
injurious to our Pines, W. H. Harrington ; Friday, Feb. 11th, The Brain-the 
Gymnasium of the Mind, J. A. Grant, M.D., F.R.C.S,. F.G.S. ; Notes on some
W0bS' wî,Td n naWa’ W' R Billillg8 ; F,i,lay> Feb- 25th, Liliacéil-, Lieût.-Col 
Win. White; On the Hudy of Botany, J. Martin ; Friday, March 11th The 
Pauna and Flora of the North-West Prairies, Prof. John Macoun, F.L.S. ’

I

o
Prof. Webster,was

C
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o
President ; Tuesday, Dec. g

d

h
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h
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elusion of the meeting showed to many of those present, through a powerful 
telescope the Moon and Saturn. Microscopes were also provided, through which 
the circulation of blood in a fish’s tail, specimens of diatoms, etc., were viewed 
during an intermission allowed for that purpose.

At the opening soiree, as well as on the programmes, it was an- 
that, if a sufficient number of members and their friends desired it 

elementary lectures upon botany and entomology would be given by the Presi-
detmmfilel r61817' • ^ “fterwards the Literar.v and Scientific Society
determined to organize a course of science classes, and, in order to assist the
society, the proposed classes in entomology and botany were included in their 
course. It was, however, stipulated by Mr. Fletcher and Mr. Harrington that 
®, “enibe^°f tBe 0ttawa Fleld Naturalists’ Club should be admitted free of 
charge to these two classes. The nightly attendance at the classes has been 
encouraging, and it is hoped that some who are not yet members of this Club
wm leldThem tonb “ ^ ^ intere8t the 8tud-v of Plural history as 
strength^ ^ b * eMne8t workere’ and valuable additions to our

year - 'fL™IhTS* ..I0"?0”1' and exahan8M bave been received during the year .-From the Smithsonian Institute, fourteen “Bulletins of U.S. National

fu
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.RU 68 ’ H„R Hamllton- “ Constitution and By-laws of the Hamilton
Association and Selenography Mr F W. Webster, “ Notes upon the Food 
of Predaceous Beetles Mr W. H. Harrington, Vol. X «Canadian Entomolo- 
gwt Part L, VoL I, American Entomologist,” « La Mouche ou La Chrysomele 
des Patates, and “ Some Wood-eaters.* *

In accordance with a vote passed at the last annual meeting, the Council 
ÎÎ-0 ? i “Transactionfc'’ (No. 1) of the Club for the year
l9; 8 0' Inc uded ther,em,are the Ü* of officers, list of members, rules
histnrv f rne’-maUgU !dd:eR9’ and 8Uch PaPera aa with the natural 
history of this vieinty, or with the original researches of members. These are
Sne fV Wn Pti!îeî Pamphlet °f 8iXty4W° P88e?- eniiched. through the 

"7 of Mr. Grignard, by two fine lithographic plates. The Transactions are 
certainly most creditable to a young club, and have been 
corned in

t

,. . , „ 80 recognized and wel-
every direction, deservedly obtaining for this Club a reputation to

Z.T"" T'England, and „
have appeared in papers and periodicals of these countries The Club has thus 
been brought into contact with kindred societies, and henceforth must strive to 
preserve the good name it has so soon acquired in the scientific world. Five 
hundred copies were obtained at a cost, including plates, of $78.43. Toward 
payment of this amount, the sum of $28.54, the balance in hand from 1879-60 
vas appmpmted and the Conned is happy to inform you that the remainder 
has been defrayed by receipts from the sale of copies, of which 175 are yet held 
by the Club for future sale or distribution. Your attention is strongly urged to 
the value of these Transactions, both to individual members and to the Club.
tW >tnn.Ted i8,the Financinl S'-atement for the year, wherein you will find 
that, after the settlement of all accounts, the Club is in possession of the ex 
tremely satisfactory balance of $55.52. 1 6

n BALANCE SHEET, 1880-1881.
The fa account with Ottawa Field Naturalists' Club. Ca.

To Balance on hand...........
Members’ Fees........’ ”
Excursion Receipts....
Soiree Receipts.............
Sales of Transactions..

s By Stationery, Printing, etc... .$ 12 85
Excursion Expenses ............ 57 00
Soiree Expenses............. . g 50
Cost of Transactions............. 78 43
Balance on hand. .............. .. 55 52

1212 30$212 30

W. H. HARRINGTON,
Treasurer.

16th March, 1881.
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first soiree.

INAUGURAL ADDRESS.
Delivered on Tuesday 7th December, 1880, by James Fletcher, Esq. 

President of the O. F. N. C.
Member» of the Field Naturalists' Club; Ladies and Gentlemen •

f de^\0t thf axcurelona held b>- the Club during the summer will be
urmshed in the Annual Report of the Secretary, and it will be, consequently, 

unnecessary for me to mention more than some of the most important pointe 
with regard to them. The first excursion was held on the 27th May, to the west

at the f tn8f rTv ?el8ea’ tlle rendezvous being in a grove o'f maple trees 
at the foot of a lovely little waterfall, which came foaming down the mountain
side, among the green ferns and mosses, with fairy-like effect Two days after 
this excursion the Montreal Natural History Society held their annual field-day at
îf the t’ ,wWa8 M:f,raUCh regret that theCouncil was compelled, on account 
of the time that would have been occupied in travelling, to abandon the idea of
making it a joint excursion of the two clubs, like the one held last year. The 
second excursion, to the Chats Falls, brought out a large number of members, 
and was an extremely enjoyable one, notwithstanding a few contretemps. Thé 
hird excursion, to the Baldwin Iron Mines, was very interesting, and our mem- 

sILoTTh kind attention from all employed there, especially Capt.
theTn é' , °VnreeerL ,e8C°rted “ down mine, and explained all 

Ismi n iv-’ L0n , he th August the fourth excursion was held, to Kettle 
Island, Dr. Wicksteed generously placing his steam yacht and four large boats at
he disposal of the Club for the purpose. Another excursion, arranged for the 

7th October, had to be abandoned on account of unfavorable weather.

sSSESHxtSH:thT Unit^S^T^’ i\Eng'and- aud the P^r Science Mnthly, in 
plates beautifulVexecut^ £

are

i

\

W
fc

-
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To the list of our corresponding members the name of Mr. A. J. Will, 

' C-E> has been added. This gentleman is now employed on the Canadian Pacific 
Railway in British Columbia, and has already forwarded to the Club several 
parcels of plants and boxes of beetles, including some species which had not prev
iously been found in Canada. You will see on the programme that Professor 
Macoun, another corresponding member, has promised to give us a lecture upon 
his explorations in the North-West.

I have been able to make a few additions to the Museum of the Ottawa 
Literary and Scientific Society from the specimens collected by our members, 
and hope during the winter to receive some more, as the collections of the past 
season are sorted out.

In last year’s Inaugural Address I gave a sketch of the life-history of 
plant, and tried to point out some of the interesting features in vegetable life 
with the object of inducing some of you, who had not previously done so, to 
take up botany as a study ; and I am happy to say that a few have joined the 
botanists of the Club during the summer. With a view of aiding the efforts of 
these beginners, I propose, if a sufficient number of members express a desire to 
attend, to give, during the coming winter, a series of elementary lectures upon 
botany and the way to study it, while Mr. Harrington and myself will be (-lad to 
undertake similar lectures on entomology. The number of entomologists in our 
Club is, I am sorry to say, very small, and yet there is not a single branch in the 
whole of natural science which affects so directly every member of society
owing to the vital relations that exist between insects and the natural products 
of the country, r •

One of the most apparent of the many advantages to be derived from the 
study of natura1 history is its tendency to methodize the mind by impressing it 
with habits of order and exactness, thus producing all the good effects of mathe
matics and logic without the drudgery which to many is found in connection 
with those sciences ; and this is peculiarly the case with that portion of natural 

story which treats of the insect hosts. Their great number and diversity ; their 
beauty of color and form ; their metamorphoses, complexity of structure 
and peculiarities of habits, always exactly adapted to the purposes they have to
many othemUnlte ** ^ “ intCreSt t0 deli«htful Pur*uit not possessed by

'

I

One would suppose that, in a country like Canada, where crops of all 
kinds suffer so severely from the ravages of insects, the practical value of ento
mological studies would be duly appreciated, especially by the agricultural com- 
mumty. But, unfortunately, such is not the case, and these “minims of crea
tion individually so puny and weak, but which, united, form such irresistible 
forces, are to-day very little 
than they were fifty years ago.

i
if

more studied, by the people most concerned, 
I shall endeavor to show that everything
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which is generally designated by that expressive word “bug” is not 
an enemy to be executed at once without a trial. It cannot but be a matter 
of considerable surprise to any person who turns his attention to the study of 
entomology to find to what an extent, comparatively speaking, that branch of 
natural science is neglected by scientific men, for, notwithstanding the large sums 
of money devoted yearly by wise governments towards its encouragement, and 
the untiring efforts made by individual students to present it to the masses in 
popular form, it must be acknowledged that as yet it is not studied nearly 
much as it deserves. J as

Little attention was paid to natural history previous to the commence
ment of the last century, although the writings of some of the leading philoso
phers of antiquity show that it was considered of sufficient importance to receive 
special study. Aristotle and Pliny, the elder, wrote of insects laigely, although, 
it is true, somewhat erroneously at times. They too often fell into that trap 
which is still set. in the path of modem investigators, namely, allowing their 
imaginations to carry them away from the truth to build up a previously con
ceived theory. Speaking of Dr. Leidy, “the most distinguished naturalist of 
America, a recent writer has said In the performance of his scientific work 
ie as confined himself to the duty of accurately describing what he has seen. He 

very rarely draws inferences from his accumulated facts, and his innate truthful-
,8Ui M t0 detel>hira from theorizing.” (Popular Science Monthly, V. xvii ; 

p. 091.) There are few naturalists, probably, to whom similar praise could be given.

• drst k°°k published in England on insects alone is said
Mouffet’s “Thcatrum Insectorum,” which appeared in the reign of Charles I., 
after having passed through the hands of five learned doctora, all of whom 
something towards its completion, and after having taken about one hundred 
years to finish. It was owing to the efforts of Ray and Linnæus, ably assisted by 
their contemporaries Reaumer and DeQeer, that entomology was raised to its
rzfr am0ns the 8ciences- Since their time many learned men have 
fought hard to keep it there, until now “ thelaugh at entomology is nearly spent, 
and known professors of the science may meet in open conclave to exchange 
observations without fear of becoming subjects for a commission de lunatico in- 
qunendo, and may now, net in hand, chase their game without themselves being 
made game of. This, however, was not the case in the last century, for we are 
o d in Kirby and Spence’s “Introduction to Entomology ” that an attempt 

made to set aside the will of a rational woman (Lady Glanville) on the gro 
of insanity, which was evinced, it was claimed, by her fondness for coUec

to have been
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distributes them to institutions and societies, where they can be freely consulted 
is worthy of all praise. No one ever need be at a loss for information upon any 
ordinary scientific point, for on writing to the proper Department in Washington 
he will receive an answer by the return mail.

By means of the generous assistance of the Ontario Government, the 
Entomological Society of Ontario is able to put in the hands of all the agricul
turalists of the Province information with which they can fight most of the com
mon insect pests, and at the same time learn to determine which among the 
countless hordes of the insect world may be ranked as allies.

The naturalist founds his studies upon the theory that nothing in nature 
is useless, and that everything that is must have special function to perform" 
or it would not exist ; it is in tracing up these special adaptations to certain ends 
that he finds the charm which enables him to carry on the laborious investigations 
which are often necessary.

some

As every one knows, vegetable and animal life are the two agents which 
nature employs to keep up the balance of creation, the one feeding upon or 
deriving its nutriment from the other. Now, these two agents are, to a certain 
extent, acted upon and kept in check by their own component parts. Whenever, 
owing to particularly favorable circumstances, too many seeds of any one species’ 
of plant spring up in the same place, they do not all mature, for if they did all 
would be sickly from want of light and air, and the species would gradually 
degenerate. Consequently, it is provided that the weaker should be kept down 
and choked to death to make room for their more robust companions. This is 
also the case in the animal world, as, for instance, with insects. When, from 
special circumstances, any one species is abnormally multiplied, it is sure to be 
attacked and kept in check by some other kind, which itself may be a prey to an
other species. Plants, through all their stages, from the seed to the decaying leaf, 
are the orignal source of support to some form of animal life ; wherever vege- 
table life is profuse, there insects abound. The green plant attracts innumerable 
small insects ; these in their turn attract larger carnivorous species, which are 
again preyed upon by birds and reptiles, and the larger carnivorous animals 
follow. The flesh feeders, thus depending one upon the other for subsistence, 
have an ultimate dependence upon vegetable life ; therefore, wherever there is 
the greatest variety of vegetable life there will necessarily be the greatest variety 
of animals, whether quadrupeds, birds, reptiles or insects.

It is estimated that inserts comprise no less than four-fifths of the whole 
animal kingdom. While there are about 55,000 known species of animals, exclud
ing insects, the number of these amounts to upwards of 200,000. It is therefore 
manifest that they must perform 'some very important mission in the economy of 
nature. “It would be easy,” writes the Rev. J. G. Wood, in “ Insects Abroad,”
‘ to show how the very creatures that are most detested by man, and do him the
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most direct damage, are indeed, though indirectly, among his best benefactors. 
Apart from direct benefit or injury to man, the whole of the insect tribes are 
working towards one purpose, namely, the gradual development of the earth and 
its resources. The greater number are perpetually destroying that which is effete, 
in order to make way for something better ; white others, whose business seems 
chiefly to be the killing and eating of their fellow-insects, act as a check to their 
inordinate increase, and so guard against the danger of their exceeding their 
proper mission.”
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I will borrow from the same author two more illustrations of the fact that 
oven those insects which we consider most noxious are, in certain important 
respects, good friends. What more annoying creature can the mind conceive 
than the common mosquito 1 Truly is Beelzebub (“King of the Flies ”) rightly 
named if these are types of his subjects. I need hardly remind you of the tor
tures we all endured at our first excursion; it must be remembered, however, that 
devouring field-naturalists is not the normal occupation of mosquitoes ; their real 
object is a beneficent one. In the deep dark forests of the tropics the air would 
be perfectly stagnant, and an enormous development of noisome fevers would be 
the consequence, if it were not for the motion caused by the wings of these and 
myriads of other minute creatures. In the larval state, too, they live in water 
and feed upon the particles of decaying matter which are too small to be noticed 
by the larger aquatic animals. Were it not for the presence of these insects, 
which swarm in vast armies in all stagnant water in warm climates, thus purifying it 
as well as the atmosphere, such localities would be uninhabitable by any animals 
higher than reptiles. Again, strange as it may appear at first sight,if it were not for 
the existence of the many borersand wood-eating insects we could have none of those 
lovely forests which give so much beauty to our landscapes; and are the source of 
80 much wealth to the country. Let us imagine that all these insects have been 
destroyed at one fell swoop, and note the consequence. A giant of the forest dies, 
and in course of time, during some winter storm, is blown down. Where it falls 
there it lies, and nothing can grow from the space it covers. Time rolls on and 
tree after tree falls, until the whole ground is covered with the trunks and limbs 
of fallen trees, and what
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8tate]y forest, with all its wealth of life, is now 
vast wilderness where nothing can grow. How different is the beneficent 

operation of nature under the present conditions ; scarcely has a tree shown 
signs of declining vigor than the insect hosts are at work. First of all come certain 
species which pick out any weak point and deposit their eggs there, 
in due time hatch, and, eating into the tree, accelerate its decay. When it dies 
and falls to the ground it is immediately pounced upon by the large wood-boring 
beetles, which deposit their eggs upon the bark. These hatch into grubs armed 
with strong jaws with which they soon bore into and through the trunk, thus 
rendering it permeable to air and moisture. Smaller beetles and other insects 
follow in the wake of the larger, and bore out the softened decaying wood,
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’using it as feed, others as materials for their nests. The rapidity of the work of 
destruction is astonishing, and in an incredibly short time, the giant which had 
taken hundreds of years to mature is reduced to mere dust, which serves as a 
fertilizer of the soil, and enables it to produce fresh trees to fill up the gap left by 
the one which has gone.

It is (juestionable whether any good results would follow from giving 
statistics of the amount of damage done by insects at different times, for so 

the figures that could they even be appreciated they would not 
be believed by those who do not make a study of the matter. It was estimated 
by Mr. B. D. Walsh, a careful observer, that in 1861 the injury caused by insects 
in the State of Illinois alone amounted to twenty million dollars, and that the 
damage done by insects in the United States cannot be less than three hundred 
million dollars annually.

enormous are

It may not be out of place here to say a few words with reference to 
scientific nomenclature. There appear very frequently in the different 
newspapers accounts of the depredations of insects, and, that these may be concise 
and explicit, it is absolutely necessary that some of the technical terms of 
Entomology should be used. But this is not pleasing to the agricultural classes, 

for, say they, “how do we know what such terms as hymenopterous, coleop
terous, or dipterous, which are so frequently applied to insects, mean ?”

If they take an interest in their own affairs they should make a point of 
finding out what these terms mean. No one suffers more from these hosts than 
they do, and it is ridiculous to think of their remaining inactive spectators when 
it is in their power to avert, or at least, diminish the evil by following the 
instructions given in the works of Entomologists. To be in a position to do this 
they have simply to learn the meaning of about a score, at the most, of classical 
words. Now let us consider what would be the result of their taking this trouble, 
m the first place, Entomologists would be led to write brief and popular accounts 
of their researches, and in the second the farmers themselves might be enabled 
to furnish to more systematic students, ',e the result of their own observations, 
data of the greatest importance. Curtis in his “ Farm Insects,” expresses himself 
as o ows . It is a great mistake to suppose that scientific descriptions and nom
en ature ought to be employed for the use of those only who are specially engaged 
in the study of Natural History. If insects be not thus accurately described, and 
their names learned carefully, the facts noticed by practical observers are generally 
worthless, and may tend to mislead, by the confusion of one species with another, 
and the subsequent adoption of improper remedies. It is thus that I have found, 
in extensive reading on these subjects, that a very large amount of the information 
given by practical agriculturalists and gardeners has proved valueless in cases 
where, if the particular species alluded to could only have been identified, it 
wo ave been of the greatest value in furthering subsequent investigations.”
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But why, it may be asked, use Latin and Greek, why not use English 
Firstly, because English is not spoken ip all parts of the globe, while Latin and 
Greek are the universal languages of the learned in all countries, and secondly, 
because the very nature of these languages particularly adapts them for the pur
pose. In Natural History it is frequently necessary to distinguish very different 
and very approximate forms, and it is of the greatest importance that the differ
ence perceptible to the eye should be explained by precise terms in a concise 
and readily understood language, and Latin has been unanimously chosen by 
scientific men. When, however, as is occasionally the case, that tongue is 
deficient in a characteristic expression, the example of the early writers is 
followed and application is made to the Greek, which, from the euphony of its 
words and the fullness of it tones, is well adapted to the construction of 
nent names of orders and genera.
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There has been great difference of opinion among entomologists as to what 
orders in the animal world the class IN3ECTA should include, and perhaps 
more upon the division of these orders into sub-orders.
“Guide to the Study of Insects’’ is the only manual we have here, it will be well 
to follow the plan there presented in drawing a short sketch of the class.

Insects are divided into three orders :—

1. Hexapoda, or true insects, which have six legs, and attain the perfect 
state, in which they generally possess wings, through a series of stages of existence, 
or metamorphoses, known by the names of the egg, the larva or caterpillar, the 
pupa or chrysalis, and the imago or perfect insect. Upon examining the body of 
a perfect insect, it will be seen that the portions of the bo ly are more distinctly 
separated than they were during its earlier stages and that now the segments of 
the body are collected into three chief regions,—the head, the thorax, and the 
abdomen. It is from this division of the body that the word insect is derived. 
Aristotle called insects eiitoma, from entemnein — to cut in, and the Roman writers, 
following him, tailed them insecta, from insecare, which also means to cut in, and’ 
this name has been adopted by all later authors.
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2. Arachnida, or spiders, which have the segments of the body grouped 
into two regions, and have eight legs, but no wings ; they pass through no 
metamorphoses, but grow by frequent moultings of the skin.

3. Myriapoda, or centipedes, which have the body worm-like, without 
wings, and the segments not grouped into regions (except in the newly hatched 
young), have no metamorphoses, and grow by the development of additional 
rings to the body.

We will turn our attention to the first of these orders. The true insects 
divided up into seven sub- orders, according to the structure of their wings, 

and these again are grouped together into two series, according to their relative
areI I
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rauk and affinities. The first and higher series has the body usually cylindrical, 
mouth parts more generally formed for sucking ; metamophoses complete, larva 
usually cylindrical, very unlike the adult. The sub-orders embraced by this series 
are Hymenoptera, Lepidoptera, and Diptera.

The second and lower series, has, usually, the body flattened, mouth parts 
adapted for biting, metamorphoses complete, larva flattened and often resembling 
the adult and comprises Coleoptera, Hemiptera, Orthoptera, and Neurcptera.

The three regions into which the segments of the six-legged insects 
grouped, are known by the names of the head, the thorax and the abdomen. 
Tlie head carries the special sense organs, as the eye, the mouth, and the antenna*. 
The eyes are wonderful structures, and are constructed to cover a very large field of 
vision ; they consist, first of all, of two large compound eyes, made up of

small six-sided facets, which are so numerous that Leeuwenhoec is said 
to have counted as many as 8,000 in the eye of a fly, and Strauss 8,820 in that of 
a cockroach ; besides these two compound eyes, there are in many insects two or 
more simple eyes (ocelli) arranged 
the common Humble l!ee. There 
even some with no eyes at all.
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The principal organs of the mouth are six in number, two on each side of 
the opening, one above and one below, the upper single organ is the upper 
lip or labrum, the lower the lubrum or lower lip, this lower lip has a basal 
joint (mentum) supporting a more flexible part (litjula) ; the upper or inner 
integuments of the Ivjuhi is usually developed into a kind of tongue, which 
is a distinct part (livgua) in the locusts and dragon flies ; the superior pair of 
the lateral organs are the upper jaws or mandibles, which are generally hard 
and serve to tear the food, the inferior pair are the lower jaws or maxilla*, which 
are generally soft and serve to carry the food to the gullet, to be swallowed. To 
the lower jaws and under lip are attached short jointed processes, called palpi or 
feelers. These oral organs are the same in all insects, although the structure is 
vastly different among those which obtain their food by mastication and those which 
obtain it by suction ; by dissection and comparative anatomy, however, it can be 
shown that they are identical, only greatly modified in form, in both of these 
classes. In biting insects, as beetles, the side pieces are short, far apart, and have 
a horizontal motion, and the upper lip is a flat plate closing the mouth above ; 
with sucking insects as mosquitoes, the same parts are elongated into lancet-like 
organs, are close together, and have a longitudinal motion, and the lower Up at 
the same time is developed into a tube, which encloses them. In Lepidoptera 
the three upper oigansare very feebly developed, while the maxiUæ are elongated 
into a delicate proboscis, the identification of which with the maxillae is shown by 
the occasional presence at its base of a pair of minute palpi ; the lower Up is 
soldered to the head, but is furnished with a pair of palpi, well developed and
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clothed with scales, which act as a protection to the proboscis. In the flea the- 
middle lancet seems to represent the upper lip.

In bees the lower lip and maxillae form together a sucking apparatus, but 
they are also provided with well developed upper jaws or mandibles.

In the front part of the face of an insect are two appendages, which vary 
very much in form, in the different sub-orders and genera, and even in the sexes 
of one species ; they are called antennae. What the exact functions are of these 
important organs, is not known, but it is probable they have more uses than 
one. Experiments have been made with moths in which it was observed that if 
the antennæ were removed the insect seemed unable to direct its flight. It is 
probable too that the olfactory nerve is situated in the antennae. The different 
forms which the antennæ take have been made use of by entomologists in 
classifying insects.

The next division of the body of an insect is the thorax. This is the solid 
portion which bears the organs of locomotion, and comprises the three segments 
which follow the head. The first one is called the pro-thorax and bears the first 
pair of legs, the next or middle segment is called the meso-thorax and supports 
the second pair of legs and the anterior pair of wings, the third segment is called 
the meta-thorax, and to it are attached the third pair of legs and the hind wings. 
The wings aie objects of great beauty and strength, and consist, as a rule, of 
double membranous plate, traversed more or less, by bony veins.

The last division of an insect’s body is the abdomen, which consists of a series 
of segments attached by membranes. Each of these segments is formed of two 
arcs or semi-segments, one above and the other below. The abdomen is the seat of 
the organs of reproduction and alimentation. The senses of insects are dependent 
upon the nervous systen, which consists of a series of nervous masses or ganglia, 
joined together by two nervous threads, the whole constituting a nervous chain, 
from which nerves ramify to the different organs, enduing them with the various 
senses they possess ; from the first ganglion the nerves of the eyes and antennæ 
are fed, and from the second the mouth. Hearing and smell are certainly possessed 
by insects ; but their appropriate organs are not ascertained. They also possess 
taste, sight, and touch, the latter being seated probably in the antennæ, the palpi 
and in the tarsi of the feet.

The circulatory system is wçll represented in insects. The blood is generally 
colorless, but occasionally of a greenish or reddish hue. The heart, which com
prises a series of large reservoirs in the form of a long tube plainly discernible 
through the transparent skins of caterpillars, lies above the alimentary canal on 
the upper surface of the body.

Insects do not breathe, like large animals, through their mouths ; but by 
means of breathing-holes in their sides, which connect with two great air canals-
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*h*
che* and among others m certain sacs or cavities in the abdomen which have been 
called pulmo-branchiæ from an idea that they partook both of the nature of the 
ungs of the higher animals and the bronchia, or gills of fishes ; as, however the 
lood does not penetrate these sacs, but is merely oxygenated in its passage bv’and

. l r’/hl e U 1S,bemg re-collected after use and previous to being sent 
back to the dorsal vessel or heart, these cavities are now believed to be trachea, 
localized withm a peculiarly furnished sac. ube-trachea, when examined with 
the microscope are wonderfully beautiful. Traversing as they do the whole
that Th "T ’ they mUSt neCe8Sarily be very flexible, and it might be supposed 
hat the rap,d movements of the insect might sometimes cause then, to collapse

in which case the circulation of the air would be stopped. Upon examination 
we find that there is a beautiful and simple contrivance which renders this 
impossible. The tubes consist of a double integument between which runs a
insid H'PI utW1Ste° ,fibre’ jU8t Uke the C0il of wire which « sometimes 
ns,de indian-rubber speaking tubes; this adds considerably to the elasticity of

the a,r vessels, and when these collapse through the movements of the insecl it
tubukr f °PP0Slte S‘veS fr°m adhering’ and 0811868 them to resume their 
tubular form as soon as the pressure is removed. There are generally nine pairs
of breathing pores or openings through which the air is admitted into [he trachea,
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“When anthat of birds ln8ec^ls PrePanng itself for flight, the act of respiration resembles
that of birds under similar circumstances. At the moment of elevating its elytra 
and expanding its wings, which are indeed acts of respiration the anterior ‘

to rise in the air, and sustain 
exertion.” In the mine, on.

, , upon its wings, it is enabled
long and powerful flight with but little muscular
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«re to be found among the flymenoptera or membrane-winged insects. It is on 
account of the highly developed instincts, exhibited in the care they take in pro
viding for their young and in laying up stores for winter use, added to the 
important part they play in the fertilization of many plants, that they have been 
placed first in Dr. Packard’s system of classification. I shall speak later on of the 
relations between insects and plants, and will now direct your attention to a few 
points in the life history of insects which have seemed to me to be of more 
interest than usual.

By far the larger proportion of these insects are beneficial, and feed either 
in the larval or perfect state upon other insects. Of beneficial insects mention 
must first of all be made of the hoiîey bee, concerning which alone whole volumes 
have been written; and afterwards of the various wasps and allied genera which 
feed upon and store up for the sustenance of their grubs, enormous numbers of 
caterpillars, and other insects, as well as acting as scavengers. Among the social 
bees, wasps and ants, there are found not only males and females, but also other 
kinds of individuals which are necessary for the successful propagation of the 
species ; these are called neuters, and sometimes laborers or nurses ; they are, 
however, essentially females, having the female organs, but in an imperfectly 
developed and j.vsive state, their sting being only an accessory part, which is 
changed into a special weapon of defence, and is the homologue of the ovipositor 
in fertile female insects. The worker bee, besides collecting the honey aud pollen 
which is to serve as food for the offspring of the queen, has to carry the eggs 
from the queen to their proper cells and feed the larvtc when they aie hatched ; 
they are therefore indispensable for the propagation of the race.

I class wasps among beneficial insects, because the sting for which they are 
dreaded is never used against man, except as an instrument of defence, while its 
proper use is the destruction of his enemies, the caterpillars of numerous noxious 
species of insects.

Although some members of the wasp family do fill their cells at certain 
periods with honey, the food of the greater part, undoubtedly, consists of animal 
matter, chiefly other insects, which they either seize with their mandibles, or, 
when it is to be stored away for the use of the larvæ, sting to death. The poison 
introduced by the sting owes its virulence to the presence of a peculiar acid known 
as formic acid. This acid is said to be chemically very similar to chloroform, and 
its action upon insects stung to death is very peculiar. It does not kill them at 
once, but paralyzes them, so that they live for many days, and, in some cases, 
larvae have been known to turn into pupae after having been stung, but have not 
had sufficient strength to complete their final change into imagines. The use of 
this antiseptic property of the poison is easily seen. The mother wasp, having
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the same, or a different flower of the same species, should reach the stigma or top 
part of the pistil. Some flowers are capable of self-fertilization ; but it has been 
proved by experiment that it is more advantageous to the future plants that they 
should be fertilized by pollen from other specimens ; and it will be found on ex
amination that there are several very beautiful contrivances by which self-fertili
zation, is prevented. ^ These are either in the structure of the flower or in a 
difference in the time that the pistils and anthers reach maturity. In some 
plants, too, the staminate flowers are all borne on one individual plant, while the 
pistillate are on another ; but it is necessary that the pistils should be fertilized 
by pollen from the anthers, and this is generally effected by insects carrying pollen 
on their bodies from one flower to another when visiting them in search of honey. 
To ensure these visits just at the time when the flowers are in full vigor, this 
nectar is secreted to attract them. Of course, flowers can only be fertilized by 
pollen from flowers of the same species, and it is a remarkable fact that a bee 
only visits the flowers of one certain species of plant during any one journey, 
and further, that honey only developes in flowers just when the essential organs 
are mature. There is a most remarkable and interesting book just published 
called “ Flowers and their unbidden guests.” It is by Dr. Kerner, Professor of 
Botany in the University of Innsbruck, and translated from the German by W. 
Ogle, M.D. It is, perhaps, the most valuable contribution yet written 
towards demonstrating the principle which, I believe, should actuate every 
student of Natural History, viz. : finding a use for everything that nature has, 
made. The author holds the opinion that the position, direction, and shape of the 
leaf is of just as great significance for the preservation, of a species as the form, 
colour and smell of a flower ; and that not even a hair is meaningless whether 
found on the cotyledon, the leaf, the stem, or the blossom. In fact, he proves 
that these contrivances are formed, among other things (for they have probably 
more uses than one) for the prevention of those small flying insects, which 
too small to touch both the anthers and stigma of a flower, and also those creep
ing ones which, from not having wings, are unlikely to go immediately from 
one plant to another, from obtaining the nectar. These contrivances, as I have 
said, are of many kinds. In some plants there is a viscid ring in the middle of 
each joint of the stem, as in our own Silent! antirrhina ; in others, as Polygonum 
Pennsylvanicum, the short stalks which support the flowers are embellished with 
viscid glands. This is also the case in Linnasa borealis, the lovely little flower known 
by the name of Twin Flower. In some the leaves meet in a ring round the 
stem, and thus form a cup which collects dew and rain, and entirely isolates the 
stem, and so prevents creeping insects from mounting. In some plants we find 
thorns, which are most effectual barriers to all soft-bodied animals as snails and 
slugs. As a rule, too, the closer to the flower the greater is the accumulation ; 
everyone must have noticed that in the common thistle the lower leaves are much 
less prickly than the upper. The form of the flower, in many instances, acts as a 
barrier to useless insects. In the common garden antirrhinum, or snap-dragon,
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either in the region of science or that of literature, required considerable imag

inative power. Literature had, under the influence of science, become more defi

nite in its methods and aims, and science, under the influence of literature, had 

become more popular in its character. Some of the most eminent men of science 

of recent times were possessed of a high degree of literary power. Both lit

erature and science had suffered somewhat through the vanity of some of their 

professed students ; and there was a tendency on the part of both to degenerate 

into mere individualism. Both were, however, essentially social in their charac

ter, and should therefore be pursued in subordination to social ends. If we 

were to keep in view the vast debt we owe to the civilization into which we 
have been born, we should not, as students either of science or literature, seek 

merely to please ourselves, but should consecrate our liest efforts to the cause of 

humanity.
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The second essay, by Mr. J. G. Whyte, on “ Herbert Spencer’s Biology,” 

gave a most excellent condensation and exposition of the theory so ably advo

cated by that illustrious philosopher. He pointed out the gradual and wide

spread change which has taken place in conceptions of the formation anil 

progress of the earth and its inhabitants, so that the once universally accepted 
theory of special creations and frequent catastrophes has in great part yielded to 

that of evolution, first brought into prominence by the writings of Darwin. 

While it is not claimed that this theory will furnish the immediate solution of 

every problem which greets the student of natural history, it undoubtedly 
enables him to grasp the meaning of many things formerly unintelligible, to 

arrange them in proper sequence, and to render them of service in his further 

studies of the animal and vegetable worlds. As the studies of palaeontology, 

embryology, etc., receive increased material and worker», more of the “ missing 

links ” are from time to time unshrouded, and the forms at present inhabiting 

the earth are more readily traced back to those which existed in far earlier ages.
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THIRD SOIREE.

Tuesday, January 11th, 1881 : Rev. A. F. Kemp, M.A., LL.1V, delivered 
an address on “Some Fungi found at Ottawa,” first explaining the difficulties 

encountered by a student in this branch of botany through the alwcncc of works



fourth soiree.S 't 1 t'KNUAY, January 18 th, 1881.
* * # , “Mbieors and Meteorites.’’-Mr. H. B. Small.

SedrsrietT t th#ey are *n™

ive minutes, and at certain periods of the vein °e lv ° footing stars every 
«obtained the name of meteoric showers X These8 abun/Iance « to have 
some constellation or from a point of s,,ace km.wn I’I,are,nt,-v emanate from 

I a certain constellation, whilst single meteors TT ? raduint> represented by
t ular point, but move in all directions nn'j f appear to come from no partit 
are styled sporadic. In their nnrm.l rf ™ aVery P»rt of the sky these
they reach our vLion âre known m JS0" ‘h6 v«ndering bodfes before

• a[e «ever visible from the earth STS 7* “ tbeir Proper orbit 
obeying the laws of motion and gravitation 777} reguIar circumsolar bodies 

•or rather entering our atmosphere at a snee Inf f87y *1 the Pla«ets. Striking 
-a once become self-luminous from thffaf £?y'n‘iles Per second, they 
a mosphenc medium, and the arre tedmotioneaf ,nd«ed by friction with the 
of the air. To illustrate this I may mention Zt ^'Dg 6 Sud,den compression 

•called an air match, consisting of a niton ‘he,r.e * a «‘tie instrument
■ evruige, m which a light can be s/mrlA^ i? d, a, cyhmier, somewhat like a I the aii below in the cylinder. ££ »lr ,7‘U7 forci.ng down the piston upon 
« and gives cut a spark sufficient to h-nite a ni"01 fs.caPe ia suddenly compressed
■ cyhnder. Some'idea from thismayTe oZd 7“der at,the bottom oflhe 

* , LL argt bodyj“ ‘be atmosphere with th^vdnrLv^f' evolvedby the motion

" o’ph™ “ L« A JS/:LT"j,nX”riS»«i
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be more or lees entirely consumed oefore reaching the earth. It has been esti
mated that by the time they have traversed a space of fifty miles, the 
meteoroid, or meteor as it has then become, is heated, melted, evaporated, and 
extinguished in a period of not less than a second of time. The height from us 
at which they become heated to visibility is sometimes as much as 200 miles, but 
the average has been put down at seventy-five mues, and extinction about fifty 
miles above the earth.

The length of the arc or course they describe in their visible path varies 
greatly, owing to the position of the observer. One may flash up, increase in 
size and brilliancy and disappear without seemingly describing any arc. The 
course of such a one is directly towards the observer, but to another person 
thirty or more miles distant it would exhibit an arc of several degrees in length.

Different and varied views are held by philosophers as to the origin of 
meteoroids. One theory is that they are fragments of an exploded or shat
tered planet filling interplanetary space, most of which through holding orbits 
round the sun will ultimately fall into that body and serve as fuel for that 
central orb. To illustrate this, supposing our earth through some gigantic 
convulsion became disintegrated and burst into numerous portions, these would 
continue to move on becoming more or less erratic in their movements ; the 
smaller portions would first feel the influence of disturbing agencies larger than 
the earth, and moving inward would become entangled as it were in the resisting 
medium in space which is now acknowleged to exist. This resis tance would 
change their orbits, and the lighter particles would form a more erratic orbit than 
the heavier or denser ones. They would gravitate towards Venus, which lies 
inside our orbit, and be the first to fall on it, whilst the denser fragments 
metalloids, and metals would be the last.

Dr. Brewster favors the theory of Meteoroids being fragments of a large 
planet similarly as the asteroids, the previous existence of which was long ago 
suggested by the vast chasm between Mars and Jupiter, where only asteroids 
have as yet been observed Dr. Gibers, the discoverer of three of the known 
asteroids, held the same idea, and that the lesser fragments coming within the 
attractive power of a planet would fall towards it, and when entering its atmos
phere would go through all the conditions referred to, fusion, luminosity, etc. 
Sir John Herschell, however, differs from this theory. The diameter of Jupiter, 
the largest known body in our planetary system, is 80,000 miles, whilst that of 
Clio, one of the smallest, is only sixteen miles. Chladin, a philosopher at the 
end of the last century, thought that bodies might exist as much smaller in 
comparison as Clio to Jupiter, having only sixteen feet diameter, and in the 
same ratio we come down to one-twenty-fifth of an inch, mere cosmic dust. 
Myriads of these may revolve in space without our having any knowledge of 
their existence.

To this comet dust is now attributed by scientists that peculiar fleecy 
brightness* known as the zodiacal light. Any observer of the western sky at this 
season of the year for about one hour after sunset may see a soft faint cone 
shaped glow of light extending about forty degrees, following nearly the Sun’s 
patn in the heavens. Near the equator when the ecliptic rises high above the 
horizon it can be seen nearly all the year round, and in a very clear atmosphere 
in the tropics has been traced all the way across the heavens from east to west 
forming a complete ring. The theory that now prevails is that the light from the 
sun when below our horizon reflects on the cosmical atoms of floating star dust 
and meteoroids is the cause of the soft celestial glow that now lingers evening 
evening in our western sky. An illustration of this is afforded by a ray of light 
which finds its way into a darkened room through a small orifice, revealing as
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but 0nî^e” lightUfallaaathwartthemail' °f ^ r°°m’
brought to light a curiousfaît “f(‘he,«^ have
were being slowly fonned on'the deeJee' or™H °n “V ^ of 
of deposition made that it has been compared to the^im " f d° 8t° W y was tne rate 
room. No better proof of this can be riven ïhan^. M °f <?U31t.ln ““unoccupied 
mud disclosed the presence of an annreemhln atan examination of the abyssal 
product of those falling stars which dissipate e, proportion of meteoric iron the

ck,ri,»A™ pS;V"i"5bL“b“,'rS',f, ,1= "t uw

ESsS r sj3 saateg" ^frÆiÆsssj tss zi; syss&ns searth, and it and they now and then meeti®1 Æfy a!‘ ’“tersect the track of the 
marked by the desent of a meteorite Thi»8?^6 P°mt i°^ mteraection would be 
in a work published bv him i^srfi* washlnted »t by Dr. Phip

•2^2****** «•Affias*jft jg
‘“d if A,tr,r.td bo».h.r,iX“ShS^
allegedIf ,Pr",e"' N»«»» -f v,f,
of or attendants on a comet and1» ™ce-,s.'.«eteoroids are fragments
endeavors to prove this Sne’akimr of ?hl ~ °f ^ m \H7U he scientifically 
which manifest themselves at tLir h^ec.urrm8 No\ ember meteoric showers 
he says vast masses of these «ma l £3f,mum ever-v thirty-three years, 
around the sun, and the earth at state 1 t,-6* 1U0iVe ln a i°n8 thin streamwith its atmosphere each tinV™ nf uP ^rou^ them taking 
described in thirty-three and « J mdhon8 of the'"- Their orbit is 
farther than the plane? Uranus or lbon^’f^' ♦ ™ey «° out a ^ 
earth is from the sun. While ihpv all d -/W^ty times as far as the 
collected in one compact group but talrilufescrtbe the same orbit they are not 
point in the orbit, they may behkened tn n °T ^*11?**?* to Pass a given 
long, but only a few thousand in ttdlv a trainaeveral hundred million of miles 
comet. Every August, about the tentwlf .A 00'’ with this train travels a
sprinkle or slighter display of meteors tbe month, there is another 
Lawrences’ tears) and a ^cornet whn/ n°wn amongst the common people as St. 
with these meteors and in a like orbit PTJ,!i “ 1?° ■yea1'?s moves m the plane 
showers, the meteoroids composing them tall*' Ue<!ember there are star 
I. April .light ,b„,r„2„i„ Æ “i^BMWi^The
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sporadic meteors of nightly occurrence are but outlying stragglers of a number 
of meteoroid streams, and the leading .problem of meteor science to-day is to 
find these streams and their attendant comets. Prof ess oi Newton says the Known 
comets have been apparently growing smaller with their successive returns 
Halley’s comet was much brighter in its earlier than its later recurrences. Biela’s 
comet has divided into two, if not more, parts, and has perhaps gone altogether 
to pieces, as it could not be found in 1872 where it should have appeared. The 
question naturally arises what causes a comet to break up. This is as yet only a 
matter of speculation, but this much is known that comets surely come from 
stellar space in whose unimaginable degree of cold a condensing mass furnished 
beat for the making of a meteoroid. In cooling, or by some internal convulsion 
the mass may break and enter the solar system either as a mass of pebbles or as 
one huge body. Nearing the sun new and strong forces act on it. The same 
heat and repulsion that develop and drive off from a comet in one direction a tail 
100,000,000 miles long may have worked off and scattered in another direction 
solid fragments to wander in their own orbit around the sun, an infinitesimal 
comet for millions of years—till entering the earth’s atmosphere one by one they 
crash through it either to fall on the ground or to be annihilated by friction before 
reaching it.
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Professor Schiaparelli an Italian authority on these questions regards 
meteoroids as original inmates or portions of one of what he styles star drifts, 
and of whose existence decided proofs are given by Proctor, and composing with 
°kher stars of the same vast eddy attendant bodies accompanying in its journey 
through space the general drift or star family of which the sun forms part. On 
this assumption they are bodies from some more distant space than the star family 
of the sun, wanderers from more distant star drifts.
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1 1 The conflagration of a star through contact with meteoroid bodies is not 
an unknown occurrence. The first on record took place 2000 years ago, and is 
described by Hipparchus. It was seen blazing in full daylight. Similar events 
are recorded in 945, in 1264, and in 1572 In 1596 Fabric! m observed a 
similar occurrence, followed by another in 1604. In 1673 another made its 
appearance, remaining visible for two years, whilst as recently as 1848 a similar 
event was noticed, and a few years ago, the latest on record, another appeared 
■which was ably wiitten upon by Proctor in an article of bis in /Myratvi. In 1869 
two meteoric masses are recorded as having fallen into our sun, affecting the 
whole frame of the earth. Vivid auroras were seen where they had never before 
been seen, accompanied by electro-magnetic disturbances all over the world. In 
many parts the telegraph lines refused to work, signal men received mauy shocks 
and at Boston and elsewhere a flame of fire followed the pen of Bain’s telegraph.’ 
This was the effect of two comparatively small meteors. What would he the 
effect of a comet, hearing in its flight many millions of these falling into the sun 
can be understood. It would be only temporary, but no student of science 
would be left to record it. Proctor reassures us by*saying that all but one of the 
known star conflagrations have occurred in the zone of the milky way, and that 
one in a region connected with the milky way by a stream of stars, and if among 
the comets in attendance on our sun there is one whose orbit intersects the sun’s 
globe, it must already have struck it before the era of man.

An interesting question has quite recently been put forward by the Lancet the 
well known English medical publication, respecting the possible influence of me
teoric matter on the animal life of the earth. Professor Herscliell has succeeded 
in examining and analysing by means of the spectroscope, the light of seventeen 
of these bodies, and he has succeeded in detecting the well known yellow hands 
produced by sodium in combustion. “It is strange,” says the Lancet, “to consider
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tion, the cosmical dus* th,? h * l ,tl"U!S co”taln. however minute a proper-

‘isiw^^sssyâiï

ilSISÿ^^Sl
and PmfZTaoviCrntï1878yieann°J t° -f* ?ttri,mted to ™teo™ “^ence,

«SS
Scientific theories necessarily lack finality. £

”r ;h”'
* * * * # #

A description of the most celebrated meteorites here followed 
found necessary to omit.

The above

which it is

was the. only paper read at this soiree, as Mr. H. M Ami 
whose name appeared upon the programme for a paper upon the “Iron Deposit 
-of the Ottawa District,” was unable through ill-health to prepare it.

FIFTH SOIREE
IWy, 1st February, 1881: Prof. Geo. Baptie, M. A., delivered an 

upon some Diatoms found in the Ottawa,” explaining the nature of 
these minute organisms and their importance 

interdependence of the natural sciences.

address

as showing the co-relation and

~ « <■ , ...a :rRi™
with their delicate silicious skelet

was
several species,

s> varying in shape and marking. Tim lecture 
illustrated by figures on the blackboard as
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well as by a fine set of microscopic
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“On some Coleoptera INJURIOUS TO OUR PINES.”-W. «AGUE HARRINGTON. 
* * * * I * # # #

„n„SnJiVilhntl?eeXC^pti0n10ra.,feW fl|Jec!es’ which> (unless they occur in most

xZhCJanÛy, Cer®n,^y.cidto ‘-ontains our largest and commonest pine-horers, 
, h8t large Vf? beetle with very long antenna.-, which is so

1 !e^ m ™mv?e*. and ntumn. Its members also destroy much 
timber, but their depredations ar confined chiefly to dying or dead trees, 
whereas many of the species included in the other families attack living ones I

BSür a»sunken as far as the eyes in the somewhat square thorax, which is joined closely 
to the abdomen. The color varies much in .'different species, but is usuall v very
tinta preSbg* metalllc"1,ke lustre ; golden> copperyf green, and other brilliant

The largest species is Clmlcopliora fortis, a remarkably fine beetle varying 
0n®fnd twrte.nth ,nches i= length and being about three-tenths of

imnute particles of wood, scattered in the indentations of the elvtra and thorax. 
2Ü±rT I v appearanc« “ ’"creased by raised lines and patches on the 

vy/! Wh-Cu a 16 I)0hhed and show off against the remaining sur
face, as work of burnished metal does against a grained or frosted ground 8 This
partsVf th°e country6 y mre’ bUt perhaps as commo" in this locality as in most

Chakophnra liberta very closely resembles the last species in its markings, 
and might readily be mistaken therefor by those not familiar with both. It is 
smaller, however, being on y from three-quarters of an inch to one inch long and 
is somewhat different m color. It is generally of a bright coppery red, but varies 
greatly in this respect, specimens being found of all shades from brassy-black or 
purple to orange-bronze. This beetle, like the preceeding one, is frequently 
found (especially upon saplings in the centre of a cluster of leaves, head inwards 
and in this position would, by the inexperienced observer, be probably taken for 
a young cone. It appears to feed upon young cones and leaves at such times, 
and these are probably the food of all the pine-investing Buprestians after reach- 
mg the perfect state, as I have found nearly all the species thus situated in the 
leaf clusters. This beetle, G. liberta, is quite abundant, as will be seen when I 
mention that M. lletcher and Mr. Greata (a former member of this club) 
collected with me in one afternoon (21st Sept., 1878), in a small grove of sapling! 
and young trees, over one hundred specimens, and that a couple of days after- 
wards we collected in the same place over half as manv. On the 23rd Sept., 
1880,1 captured in about an hour 28 (13 males and 15 females) and cjuld easily 
have obtained more. The larvæ of these beetles had probably bred in trees, 
feecfand'p.air'1 °yS m the "eiSllt)orhood and had resorted to these saplings to

i tv (ill,lk1°),hora t'irginienms is stated by Fitch to be always an inch or more in 
length, but I nave measured great many specimens and find that few exceed
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nn inch in length the rest varying from seven eights of an inch up to the 
maximum of slightly over an inch. This species is duller in color than the pre
ceding species, and the raised lines on the elytra are less sharply defined. It can 
be further distinguished by two impressed spots on each elytron interrupting the 
the second line. This species have been found by me almost invariably crawling 
or at rest, upon the sunny side of the trunk or limbs, instead of among the leaf 
clusters. Its color tones so well with the hark of young trees that itis not easily 
seen, until this habit of frequenting the sunny side of the tree is known, when it 
can be more readily found We have already noticed that liberta closely 
resembles the young cones and thus have in these beetle two very good instances 
of protective coloring and habits. G. vin/inienm is not so abundant as C. liberta 
but is by no means rare and is not unfrequently found about the city on the side
walks or crawling on houses or fences.

There is great difficulty in determining the complete life-history of the 
Buprestidæ, as the greater part of their existence is spent within the tree, and 
the effects of their depredations are seldom apparent until thev have quitted 
their dark winding passages to emerge clad in bright armour for a brief existence 
in the sunlight. Ooservations by different naturalists have, however, established 
pretty concluswely the chief points in the life of the larvæ, many species of 
which do not confine their ravages to old and dead trees but are found destroy
ing those still living and thriving. The larvæ of these beetles may be readily 
recognized by the broad flattened segments immediately behind the head • the 
rest of the body being narrow, thus giving them some resemblance to a tadpole. 
Commencing life as minute, footless grubs they bore crooked passages between 
the bark and wood ; gradually, as they acquire strength and size, they sink sloping 
and winding tunnels through the sapwood to some depth below the surface anâ 
when nearing maturity again work upward to the bark and undergo their ineta-
l'm'M brilHantbeetid °f ^ burrow’ tinall.v eating through the bark and emerg-

, 1 have fouI!d in Pine stumps a large larva evidently belonging to one of
hetbreespec.es already described, between the laivæ of which there can be but 

little difference either in size or shape. Last summer I made drawings and 
measurements of one, which I unsuccessfully attempted to rear. It was two and 
four-tenth inches long and four tenths of an inch across the widest segment, nar
rowing afterwards to half this width. These larvæ, in common with those of the 
other beetles to be mentioned this evening are footless, and move forward in their 
burrows by muscular expansion and contraction of the segments of their bodies

Entomologists are at variance as to the time passed by these beetles in the 
larval State ; some thinking that they only spend one year as grubs, and others 
allowing twice as long. It is only certainly known in the case of a few species, 
and varies greatly for different genera. My observations made during several 
seasons seem to establish the fact that the members of the genus Chalcophora 
Autumn611, appearance in two broods> the first in Spring and the second in the

*

E arly in May they appear abundantly for a short time, and are found in 
gradually diminishing numbers until the end of June. During the next two 
months none are to be seen, but about the middle of September they are numer
ous and continue so until the end of that month. The appearance of the speci
mens both in May and September indicates that they have just emerged, for the 
depressed portions of the elytra are whitenpd by some powdery substance, 
apparently like fine saw-dust, which soon rubs off.

• • D"ri"g bo,th these periods the sexes may be seen paired and it'is my 
opinion that the beetles from eggs laid in May and June come forth in the Sep-

f
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The members of the family Curculionidæ are very easily recognized hr

thr6 gxr/ater ï“? of ‘he summer. Its length is about tW 
tv.» KhSv°f S, *n ^av n.ni‘ June the beetle may be observed perforating 
the bark with its long snout, the end of which bears minute but strong jaws and 
depositing its eggs in the holes thus made. The larvæ when hZhW.
^et'Veen„the W00,d anJ ‘he hark, loosening the latter and inducing decaybin the 
tree. H. btupidus is a larger beetle, distinguished by having the scutd^nd th«

sawaaftittuflaii “■ « *■—s

Bfii Œ CVS TP£k *4fs
Sh°t0t’ a“rd “f 80on. M the ]arvæ are hatched they eat downward 

towards the centre of the twig and burrow in the pith. In the cells thns 
formed they undergo the necessary changes and emerge the foliowinVsmino in 
the perfect state, h or a month or two after the eggs are laid the growthnf g|>u. 
twig is unaffected, but as the larvæ increase in size it begins to wither and v

ppsissès
*?n length T H'est species but little exceeding one-quarter of an incfr/,i,Æ srs'.titi $

JcïïLEÿga

A number ofïœS:teK4S :t'£* «.igssîsfesâ?*bridge, buüt of timber and comparatively1 n^'^dTanyTves Z°X 
on extami^n^a*Uheemb/ '!PCÎl-v of ‘.he Umbers and a celebrated entom

I have PfaZZhtt7lSI*,rT‘ U ,he [ir6t,on lhe lât, as well as the snZLtof those
long ; the thiîrax beingdark andtiiètîng colVm ydfo wbh'" AbouUhl middle 
of May pine saplings may often be seen with dropeTt2m oozii* out “f £ i
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f sixteenths of an inch long. Its color is black, and in this and other resnecti

FiteFîn"? fm- .c1°rresPon<l w,lth the beetle given as Hylaste* carbonanu» by Dr. tch, and for the piesent I „ave named it so, not knowing the synonym which
at WrighpTisland*in*th™Gatineau.exhibite<^ were take"- *e 24th May last, 
.. be tv!? case.â uP“n îhe taMe contain specimens of the beetles described 
“ne, vi ’ m aU’ f0tty 5pedeS of 0ttawa ,;oleoPtera inj urioiwto thé

!

•U9« n- n I "TT'". 5326 Monolianimua marmoratus, Band.
J42b Dichelonycha albicollis, Bunn. “ dentator, Fabr.

BUPRESTID.fc.' CHRÏSOMELIDÆ.
3683 Chalcophora virginiensis, Drury. 860» Cryptocephalus notatus. Fair 

‘ liberta, Gem. ' »67« Glyptoscelis hirtus, Oliv.
X Dta. JÿL 5:40 C,"),"ro,' PM-Mphi'A

3715 Buprestis maculiventris, Say. oürcülionidæ . ^
«lof U. cotisularis, Gory. 8853 Scythropus elegans, CWper

m i" vf1?4,8’ Fahr' 8928 Hylobius Pale», Herbst. P
^anophilafulyoguttata, Harris. 8931 « stupidus, Sen.

3768 Chrysobothns Harrisii, Hentz. 8934 Pissodes strobi, IWk.
CERAMBTCIDÆ. ^ “ . affiniei ^lid.

4915 Orthosoma cylindricus, Fabr. Derytomus mucidus, Say.
4924 Tragosoma Harrisii, Lee. SColytidæ.
4928 Ase"mm 525 Pityophthorus materiarius, Fitch.

IE=t^
£ M°""b™*<™tell.,u, S„. ,,,142 Hylurgo,,, pmifc,, ««

v contusor, Kirby. -----  Hylastes carbonarius, Fitch
can Cnleoplera. ,,"",ben’in the abovti list «* Crotch's (revised) Cbsok-Ust of North Ameri-

f

, *

SIXTH SOIREE.
Friday, Hth February, 1881: J. A. Grant, Esq., M.D., F.R.C.S., F.G.S. 

delivered a lecture upon « The Brain, the Gymnasium of the Mind,” which might 
be considered a continuation of his lecture upon “The Brain” in last year’s 
course, and was in like manner illustrated by the dissection of a human brain 
weU as by charts and a series of skulls. He contended that the human counten- 
ance, which denves its expression from the influence of the

/

.

as

brain, was a much
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more scientific index of a man’s mental qualifications than the shape of his skull, 
and detailed the physical composition of the brain. He condemned in unsparing 
language the cramming process so prevalent in our public system of education, 
and earnestly advocated the bestowal of more attention upon the physical health 
of the young, in order that their biains might first be properly developed. The 

lecturer instanced several men of commanding intellect who had in their youth 
been more noted for athletic skill than for mental attainments.
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Notes on Two Species and One Genus of Fossils from the Trenton 
Limestone, Ottawa.” Mr. W. R Billings.

1. 1 icheiwerinvs crateriformis, Hall.—I have to record the discovery of this 
species in the Trenton Limestone at RochesterviJle. Previous to this no species 
of Lichtnocrinus fas been observed in the, Trenton Limestone, being confined to 
the Utica Slate and lower part of the Hudson River Group. There are four 
recorded species of this genus, and L. crateriformis is the lowest in time, it alone 
having been found so low as the Utica Slate, while the others belong to the 
Hudson River Group. My specimens are imperfect, are two in number and 

. were discovered associated with Lixenphycus Ottawaenm, Paleophycus obscurus. 
Pasceolus glolmsw, (hotüis petropolitamis, C. dis-.oidmt, Ptylodictya acuta, Mur- 
chisonia bellicincta, M. gracilis, Orthis testudinaria, 0. subgvadrata, Leptenci serum 
and Heterocrinvs Canadensis.

2.,Pleurocystites filitextus, Bill.—This species was founded upon an imper
fect specimen w hich had lost a part of the base containing the greater portion of 
the basal rhomb. The condition of the specimen rendered it doubtful whether 
another specimen, figured on the same plate * belonged to the species under 
consideration or to P. Elegans. During the past summer I was fortunate 
enough to obtain a suite of specimens of P. filitextus, ranging in size from O'5 
inch to 1-5 inches in length of body (head of most authors; ; and a careful ex
amination has caused me to form the opinion that the figure originally taken as 
doubtful belongs to this species. The specimens in my possession appear to show 
that the peculiarities of the upper rh. mbs, the size of the irregular plates on the 
ventral side, and the general form of the body, afford excellent specific means of 
distinction, but the basal rhomb in some specimens is hardly distinguishable from 
P. Elegans, while in others it presents the rounded 
specimen.
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3. Genus Carabocrinus, Bill.—I give a note on this genus principally to 
point out how the freshest beginner in the study of a scientific subject may be of 
use in collecting facts to aid a scientific authority in generalization. The genus 
I am considering was founded in 1856. and three species described. A specimen 
of one of these species alone exhibited the azygos plates, the peculiarities of 
which separated the genus from Cyathocrinus. No other species have since been 
described ; nor has the discovery of new specimens been recorded. In the “ Pro
ceedings of the Academy of Natural Sciences, Philadelphia,” N- v. 4, 1879 Mr. 
Charles Wachsmuth, the highest American authority on the Palæozoic Crinoids" 
stated the opiniont that “Carabocrinus is founded upon a malformed or recuper
ated Cyathocrinus.'’ The anomalous form of the azygos plates was dwelt
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SEVENTH SOIREE.
Friday, 25th February, 1881.—“

‘ Liuaceæ,” by Lieut.-Col. Wm. Whitb

him. S5"”hT.mb* r‘"iv' u-
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known is the White Lily of our gardens (L. Candidum The white Japan ily 
(L. longi/krum), which also belongs to this sub-genus, is ow frequently met itli 
in cultivation, but is rather tender in our severe climate.

The third sub-genus is—
Archdirwn.—Perianth open, funnel-shaped, with deeply spreading segments, 

which are broadest below the middle ; stamens diverging from the curved style. 
Leaves sessile, as in the Tiger Lily, and with short stalks, as in Auratum and 
Lpeciosum. There are only four species in this sub-genus, but three of the four, 
the Tiger Lily (L. Tigrinum), the Golden Lily (L. auratum), and the red-spotted 
Japan Lily (L. speciosum), originally introduced as L. lancifolium, are now to be 
met with in most large collections.

The next, the fourth sub-genus, is—
Isolirion, erect-flowered lilies.—Perianth broadly funnel-shaped, standing 

erect for a considerable time, usually brilliant red or yellow, segments oblong, 
lance-shaped, or spathulate, stamens diverging on every side from the erect style. 
Leaves in whbrls, as in L. Philadelphkvm, or scattered, as in L. Catesbœi. Lilium 
PhUadelphicum is common in open copses throughout Western Canada and the 
Northern United States, stretching westward to the Rocky Mountains, and south
ward along the Alleghanies to North Carplina. It was introduced to England in 
1754. Lilium, Catesbai is also an American lily. It is found from Carolina to 
Georgia, taking, in the South, the place occupied by L. Philadelphicum in the 
North. This lily does not usually succeed well under cultivation, and is therefore 
rarely met with in gardens.

The fifth ana last sub-genus is the
Martagon, or Turks-cap Lilies.—Flowers in racemes, nodding, dotted 

usually of a brilliant red or orange colour ; perianth broadly cainpanulate ; seg
ments lance-shaped, deeply falcate, grooves deep ; stamens diverging 
from the curved style. In this sub-genus we have twenty-three species, including 
many superb forms :—Excelmm, with its tall, peculiarly graceful, nankeen- 
coloured flowers, so exquisitely scented ; Canadense, with its beautiful nodding, 
belle, one of the first introduced to European gardens from this continent, figured 
in Parkinson’s Paradisus in 1629 ; the purple Martagon, which puts forth its 
flowers in the early summer months ; and several others not less handsome, but

generally known.
The genus Lilium (the name lily is said to be derived from a Celtic word 

“li,’’signifying whiteness, the lily having been long considered an emblem of 
purity), as you will already have observed, embraces several of the most remarkable 
species in the whole vegetable kingdom, distinguished by elegance, size and 
variety of colour ; ranging in size from the dwarf forms of Umbellatum, with 
floweraonly six or eight inches from the ground, to the magnificent Giant Lily of 
the Himalayas, bearing its crown of blossoms eight or nine feet high. Lilies are 
among the oldest and best known flowers of our gardens ; they are also among 
the most recent introductions of plant collectors.

The White Lily (L. Canodidum) is said to be a native of the eastern 
islands of the Mediterranean. It has been cultivated in England since the days of 
John Geraide, a surgeon and botanist, who was born in Che-hire in 1547, and died 
in 1607. Yet, with this exception, lilies may be said to be of recent introduction.

In 1774 Linnteus found only nine species to desciibe, of which five be
longed to the Old World exclusively ; three, Superbum, Canadense and Philadelphi
cum, to North America ! and one, Kamschatkeuse, said to be common to both 
continents. This latter, however, appears to have been re-named, as I am unable 
to identify it in more recent classifications. Shortly after the time of Linnæus, the 
Pyrenean (L. Pyrenaicum), the Orange (L. Oroceum), and Catesby’s Lily (L, 
Çatesbm), were added to the list.
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Towards the close of the last century, Thunberg published a work on the 
flora of Japan, and introduced to the world some of the wonderful species from 
that country. About 1823 Dr. Van Siebotd, of Wurzberg, visited Japan in the 
capacity of physician to the Dutch Embassy, and up to his death, in 1866 never 
ceased to collect and to encourage the collection of these plants lor introduction 
into Europe.

In 1804, the now well-known Tiger Lily (L. Tigrinum) was brought fro m 
Japan by Captain Kirkpatrick. The attractiveness of its brilliant red flowers 
joined to the hardiness of the plant, which enables it to withstand the extreme 
cold of Canada, and to nourish in the moist climate of Britain equally well has
vatecTof 111 HHeTan} yt‘arS pMt 0ne of the be8t known and most generally culti-

It is only quite recently, however, that the most magnificent lilies of Japan 
have become generally known, the splendid Gulden Lily (L. aural um) ha vine only 
come into general cultivation within the last ten or twelve years. Lilies are sun 
posed to have been cultivated in Japan for centuries with as much care and
Holland0 “ haV6 been given to the Production of tulips and hyacinths in

It is somewhat singular, considering how much attention has been given 
of late years to the introduction and cultivation of lilies, that the origin of 
two of the most beautiful species in cultivation is unknown. “

The Nankeen Lily [L. Emelmm), a beautiful sweet-scented lily of the 
Mariagon sub-genus closely resembling in form and general appearance the well- 
known White Lily (L. Canthdum), is one of them ; and Brown’s Lily (L. Brovmii) 
a lily of the lormfmimUype, having the outside of the petals a deep chocolate 
colour, is the other. L. hxcelsum (or Testaceum, as it is frequently called ) is 
known m a wild state, and is supposed to be a hybrid between the common 
Whi e Lily (L Candidum) and scarlet Turk’s-cap (L. Chalet,ümicum. L. Brovmii 
is behoved to have been introduced from China or Japan, but nothing certain
fiTbrnu^hUUnto notice?8 P fr°m WheDCe U Came or the Per8on who 

* # * * *

]

un-

On the same evening an instructive paper was read by Mr. J. Martin 
“ On the study of Botany.” He described the different parts of plants, their 
functions in the economy of nature, and the simplicity of the method of classi
fication that had been adopted by botanists ; and urged the claims of the science 
of botany on the younger members of the Club in an able and interesting 
manner.

EIGHTH SOIREE.
h hi day, 11th March, 1881 : On this evening a lecture was delivered by 

Prof. J. Macoun, F.L.S., Botanist to the Canadian Government, on “The Capa
bilities of the Prairie Lands of the Great North-West, as shown by their Fauna 
and Flora.” The lecturer first explained the laws of geographical distribution, 
by which, for example, the geologist can state the horizon to which certain fossils 
must belong, and the botanist determine, by the inspection of plants from a 
certain locality, the character of the soil and of the climate, and the consequent
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adaptability of the district for the growth of
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valleje, preferred the dry exposed prairies formerly neglected but now f ,,

weeks earlier than in the riser rah ‘’a!!* pmnes the ripened three 
the second prairie .„„„ honin 'JL *£?££££-. «— 

«t«»d„g t. the Saskatchewan, would be ,„„„d f„ ' W,,mpeg and
suPerior to Manitoba for the

‘ summer frosts0mighVoccZiotauTm kTh”8 ““ ^

the valleys, there were none, or scarcely any, on the'l . appearance in
crops put in after the 15th June had been injured 1 r” P ateaM- Lâst -vear 
“■ ^ With regard to „i„, mriWriiTZ tb,T *“ 0"" 7"+ ™

•fter that there an ample fall to secure thei, H * "" l,1*“‘ed' bu‘
enuncrated an important botanical law, as accounting for t ^ t ** 

crops of grain secured so far north. Tli was tt U , ^
reproduction as plants approached their * ° wonderfully increased
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Russia by the Mother Country, for its climate was similar to that of Southern 
Russia, which supplied all these commodities. While considering the stock- 
raising capabilities of the country, he referred to the popular belief that cattle 
fatten on the grazing lands of Texas and warm districts of the South, character
izing it as a fallacy, as shown by the custom amongst graziers of driving their 
herds north ward to fatten. This was also in obedience to a well-known law 
which provided that the farther north animals were found the greater was their 
capacity for putting on fat. On this ground he was convinced of the great advan- 
tages possessed by the North-West as a cattle-raising country. A few years ago 
Major Butler had styled this country the Great Lone Land, but it was being 
rapidly settled, and was destined, in the near future, to be a great grain-producing
and stock-raising country, sustaining a large population and exporting an immense 
surplus of grain and meat.
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Errata Flora Ottawaensis, page 41. j
i
<
<For " Nuphar luteum, Smith"

For “ Sarracenia purpurea, L.
-- -------”• h’terophylla" j rrad “»• Purpurea, L. oar. heterophylia, Torr."

Omu Rosaci*. Amelanchier Canadensis, T.lO.i 

. Botryapium, Oray." (
” read • Sedum Telephium, L.”

rrad “ Nuphar luteum, Smith. oar.---------

1

For “ Sedum Telephium, L

1Pyrola rotundifolia, L. i 
v- Uiiginosa, G.’’ I 

For "Labiats*" read “Labiat*.»
For Lycopua Europæua, L. i

----------v. Integrifoiia, G." {
For “ Nicaudra ” read “Nicandra."

hZ r^icahDioica- L " rfad “Vrtica dioica. L." *or Schenchzena " read “ Scheuchzeria ”
Aor ‘ Carex Irrigua " read “ C. irrigua."
^ or “ Poa Scrotina ” reod "Poa serotina "
For Asplénium Fllix-Fœmina. x

«■ Michauxil, Mettenlus." f

read “ P. rotundifolia, L., ». uiiginosa, G.”
<1 I

read “ L. Europæus, L., var. integrifolius, G.”

1

(
read "A. raix-fcemina, Bernh., ». Michauxil, Metteniua."

I

T
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v FLORA OTTAWAENSIS.
i

ADDITIONS TO LIST OF 1679-1880.

KYMPIIÆACSÆ.
N uphar luteum, Smith.

SARRACBNIACEÆ. 

Sarracenia purpurea, L. 
--------------v. hiterophylla.

ROSACEÆ.

Amelanchier Canadensis, T. and G. 
---------------- v. Botryapium, Gray.

CRASSULACEÆ.

Sedum Telephium, L.

BETULACEÆ.
Betula lenta, L. 
Ain us viriiis, D. C.

SALICACEÆ.
Salix myrtilloides, L.

NAIADACEÆ.
Zannichellia palus tris, Micheli. 
Potamogeton Vaseyi, Robbins.

ALISMACEÆ.
Schenchzeria palustris, L.
Sagittaria graminea, Michx.

ORCHIDACEÆ. 
Habenaria fimbriata, R. Br. 
------------- virescens, Spreng.

CYPERACEÆ.
Oarex Backii, Boott.
-------- limosa, L.
-------- irrigna, Smith.

■arctata, Boott.
■filiformis, L.
-longirostris, Torr.

GRAMINEÆ.

Vilfa vaginæflora, Torr.
Agrostis pereflnans, Tuckerm. 
Muhlenbergia sylvatica, T. and G. 
Poa cæsia, Smith.
----- Scrotina, Ehrhart.
Festuca nutans, Willd. '
Triticum caninum, L. 
Gymnostichum Hystrix, Schreb. 
Avena striata, Michx.
Millium effusum, L.
Panic urn capillare, L.

FILICES.
Asplénium Filix-Fœmina.

•v. Michauxii, Mettenius.

HAMAMELACEÆ.
Hamamelis Virginica, L.

CUCURBITACF.Æ. 

Sicyos angulatus, L.
COMPOSITÆ.

Aster æstivus, Ait.
Senecia vulgaris, L.
Cirsium muticum, Michx. 
Orwpordon Acanthium, L.

ERIC AC EÆ.

Pyrola rotundifolia, L. 
--------v. Uliginosa, G.

SCROPHULARIACEÆ.

Linaiia vulgaris, Mill.
LABIATEÆ.

Lycopus Europæus, L. 
----------- v. integrifolia, G.

SOLANACEÆ.
Nicaudra Physaloides. Gærtn.

CHENOPODIACEÆ. 
Chenopodium Ambrosioides, L.

URTICACEÆ.

*

.

'Urtica Dioica, L.

r
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DESCRIPTION OF A NEW SPECIES

PROM THE TRENTON 

ms,

OF POROCRINIJS,

limestone.

by JAMES GRANT, M.D.,
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radial, a single costa passes downward to the basais, where it is continued" one"

™ÏALTttffc(.7S°«“p “d i,t0 *«'—t«iHi*

with pointedgemmations, having three re-entering and nine salient angles. ’

■**«>* ræ»„*s•Pcra.b,re3K,“L,o"ed of ameaM- pi-
Arms sim 

once and a hal

etc.

tone at
ad e my 
entago- 
Jroup,

c, dis- or punctures
pie apparenUy long, one specimen having a portion of an arm,

««KriS'dl; ,/SsfœtEiShfsIB5'what less than one-half the depth of the arm joints. dth d some*
... Vault composed of five large plates separated by broad grooves continuous 

with the upper grooves of the arms and radiating from the centre of the aneT 
four of these fit in between the re-entering angles of the radial plates and the fifth

nnm^,at%°Ver, thl Probosci8) « excavated in the same mSer L the 
radiais on either side of the upper azvÉros nlatp rrKo -uj4.*appear to be covered with double rows of small plates interlocSg an! altZf 

W/th ®ne an°ther-. Only one specimen has been examined showîne the sum 
mit structure, and in it the arrangement of plates at apex could not?» 
only made out. A small tube or circular opening was observed at the lower" 

d of one of .he grooves, immediately above the arm notches (Figs. 1 and 6)
. , . TJie proboscis appears to have been short and made nn nf iQn * , ‘ , 
imbricating plates, but as the area immediately around it has nonrnf

” “ly 1W* <"$««, it «im-.t b. .poktï ofiîtb

»«i, i;e^,£r,V,7i,“d

wmiÈmÉmto the thicknesses of the disks * y distances from each other equal 
a smooth*surface*^ fnting '^S;^htrbasal*saVin8lPr0miUrt COsto iastead of

as,
appears to agree very closely with our new species b * ' otherwise 11
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DESCRIPTION of plate.

Fig. I. Side view of a specimen of Porocrinus Smithi, without arms or
column.

Fig. 2. An imperfect specimen, having 
hydrospires. 6 a membrane covering two of the

Fig. 3. Flattened specimen, with portions of arms and column. 

Figs. 4 and 5. Sections of column showing size of central canal, &c. 

Fig. 6. Summit structure of specimen shown in Pig. i.

Fig. 7. One of the sub-radial plates enlarged.

Fig. 8. Diagram.

Fig. 9. Specimen of AgdacriniUs IKthstmi fro
m the Cabinet of Dr. Grant.
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